
BAMBOOT
SPITVALVE

POLICIES:

Complete Scumbag
Party

● Kick puppies
● Beat the poor
● Pineapple on pizza

FLOUNDRA
MACWHATNOT

POLICIES:

Discreet Scumbag
Party

● Put puppies to work
● Chastise the poor
● Pizza under pineapple

AGGY-WAGGY
FLUFFTUMS

POLICIES:

Nice Party

● Hugs
● A cup of tea
● Smash the state

GORT
BUTTERSON

POLICIES:

Independent

● Televised puppy torture

● Mandatory constipation

● Toot toot, I'm a boat

Hello Australia.
It’s me, your good friend
Dennis the Election Koala.

It’s that time again, so let’s
meet the candidates hoping to
represent your electorate in
the House of Representatives
of the Federal Parliament…

How voting works in a federal election for the House of Representatives (‘Lower House’)

This is Australia, not America.
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HUH? WHUH??
I don’t understand!

In Australia, we have
PREFERENTIAL VOTING.

You can vote for the Discreet Scumbags
to beat the Complete Scumbags, and

still “VOTE 1” for a minor party
or independent!

WRONG, KEN THE VOTING DINGO!!!

FLUFFTUMS,
Aggy-Waggy

NICE

BUTTERSON
, Gort

INDEPENDE
NT

MACWHATNO
T, Floundra

DISCREET SCUMBAG

SPITVALVE
, Bamboot

COMPLETE
SCUMBAG

VOTE!

...Otherwise I’m just

THROWING MY
VOTE AWAY!!

Struth, Dennis, and crikey besides!
I want to vote for the Nice Party,

but I know they won’t win, so
I guess I’d better vote for
the Discreet Scumbags…
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BAMBOOT FLOUNDRA AGGY-WAGGY GORT

3rd count:

2 1

+ 1 6

52

36

+ 05

48

43

BAMBOOT FLOUNDRA AGGY-WAGGY GORT

2nd count:

+ 0 1

2 1

20 06

+ 0 1

36

35

+ 04

43

39

BAMBOOT FLOUNDRA AGGY-WAGGY GORT

1st count: 20 063539

This example based on an infographic on this
Parliamentary Education Office webpage — a great reference!
www.peo.gov.au/learning/fact-sheets/federal-elections.html (Dec. 2018)

A surprise
victory for
Floundra!

Oh!

Still no-one has an absolute majority of 51 or more! So Aggy-Waggy is eliminated,
and her votes transferred according to the next preferences.

The loser, Gort, is eliminated. But the six people who voted “1” for Gort now have
their “2” votes (second preferences) counted and transferred to those candidates.

First the “1” votes are counted. But look — no-one has 51 votes or more!

To win a seat, a candidate must end up with an ABSOLUTE MAJORITY — that
is, over 50% of the total votes. Imagine your electorate has 100 voters: 51 votes
are needed to win.

PREFERENTIAL VOTING EXPLAINED
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Your vote matters.
Vote thoughtfully!
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chickennation.com

Share this comic freely!
HIGH QUALITY VERSIONS

FOR SHARING AND DUPLICATION:

chickennation.com/voting
FOUND THIS COMIC USEFUL?

WANT MORE LIKE IT? SUPPORT THE CREATOR:

ko-fi.com/patrickalexander
GET OFFICIAL INFORMATION

AND PRACTICE VOTING:

aec.gov.au/Voting/How_to_Vote/

NO.

Do I have
to follow a
“HOW TO VOTE”
card?

YES.
Do I have to
number ALL
the boxes?

ANY MORE QUESTIONS,
KEN THE VOTING DINGO?

* Approx. $2.76 at the 2019
election. The amount is indexed
every 6 months in line with CPI.

Source: AEC (Nov. 2018)

I bought
a sign!

If a candidate gets at
least 4% of first prefer-
ences (“1” votes), they’ll
receive election funding
for each of those votes*,
which will help their next
campaign!

I’ll look
into this…
“hugs”.

I’ll need to keep them
happy if I want to beat
Bamboot again next time.

Preferences from
Nice Party voters made

a big difference!

This might happen:

Oh!
Mm.

Minor parties and inde-
pendents can and do win
seats if enough people
vote for them. Since you
lose nothing by voting “1”
for whomever you like
most, why wouldn’t you?

THIRDLY…SECONDLY…FIRSTLY…

Ah!

But since my second choice won
anyway, what was the point of
putting a minor party first?

So basically, if my
first choice doesn’t win,

my second choice gets counted
as my first choice, and so on.
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